
Integration Catalog Hub Flows

Connect to hundreds of 
databases and applications

Pipeline Monitoring

Replication services

Data Lake Architecture

Serverless Warehouse

Transformation & cleaning 
pipeline with python and 
SQL

Model data with SQL

Explore large datasets

Control datasets access

Advanced Analytics

Easily connect your BI 
tools

Share data with business 
applications

Run and schedule complex 
jobs at scale

Security & Privacy
Best-in-class Security Backup Protection

Access Management Governance

The BEEM data platform is a fully managed solution meant to help businesses of all sizes to 
leverage the complex technologies that allow them to extract values from all data sources.

Turnkey Data Platform

From Data to Action with

How is BEEM different?

As a complete and scalable solution,  it allows for simple and quick onboarding for clients. As a true 
end-to-end solution, it is unlike many other data product alternatives that offer niche products that excel 
at a single task but require a variety of additional products to perform the remaining work.

BEEM is a cost-effective and time-saving alternative to building a custom in-house infrastructure and 
hiring a team of experts to build and maintain it. Instead, we help customers focus on their core business 
and concentrate their efforts in analyzing the data and extracting added-value from more reliable and 
unified datasets rather than learning with time how to integrate a variety of tools together.

On top of including cutting-edge technologies and best practices, our solution is fully managed meaning 
you never have to think about the maintenance of your IT/data environments.



FOCUS ON WHAT CREATES 
VALUE FOR YOUR BUSINESS

ZERO TRUST

Dedicated cloud infrastructure for each account

Agent-based access control

Encryption in transit and at rest

LOWCODE

Create transformations using well known Python or SQL, expert features available through a CLI

Collaborative by default

Embedded version control (sources, transformation, datasets and flows)

FULLY MANAGED

No data infrastructure to maintain

Cost-optimised as you scale

Best-in-class technologies (S3, Athena, 
Redshift, SageMaker)

Effortless onboarding

BEEM’s solution is the enabler for your business to capture all the value from your 
data, regardless of the format. We provide you with a secure and scalable serverless 
technology stack, allowing you to connect seamlessly with first-party to third-party 

data. With its easy creation of datasets and automation of flows and alerts, you don’t 
need to be a data scientist to enjoy using the solution.



ENTERPRISEREADY TECH STACK

MORE THAN AN ANALYTICS 
WAREHOUSE

ARCHITECTURE
BEEM sits on top of an entire ecosystem and a modern Data Lake architecture, with the 
added benefits of an analytics warehouse.

Connect existing data sources to BEEM, import live or batch data into our storage layer. 
We’ll take care of cataloging, compression and insertion into the warehouse.

Transform, analyze & create datasets directly in the warehouse via our web interface.

Create, schedule & monitor jobs to share data to your BI tools, to third-party services or 
to generate reports.

BEEMDATA.com


